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In January, year 2051, a flu pandemic named TIR027 swept 
the globe leaving a small percent of the human population. 
Survivors of the flu became isolated, and in order to sur­
vive they needed to scavenge the remnants of the old 
world. Resources dwindled and global cycles of production 
and consumption ceased. A sense of time shifted as sched­
ules and calendars no longer seemed relevant. Objects of 
the past lived on, left for survivors to repurpose in 
their new way of life. 
Jobs as we knew them vanished, but everybody's job stayed 
the same: retrieving the tools necessary to survive. It 
meant rummaging warehouses and old grocery stores, raiding 
old houses and schools. There were new demands to life-­
maintaining water and food while also seeking shelter. 
Yet, the habits of the people stayed the same. Rituals as 
we knew them vanished, but the desire for them remained. 
The morning cup of joe came first in our days before the 
plague, and while those still living needed to spend their 
days stocking food and water, they still wanted to begin 
each day with a fresh cup of coffee. 
This timeline speculates the rituals of the morning cup 
from 0-5 years after the collapse of society. These ob­
jects explore the future of consumption during this time, 
using a present obsession -the ritual of coffee drinking­
as the basis for this exploration. 
view full project here:  https://www.butfirstcoffeeproject.com
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